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About This Game

When a global war nearly decimated humankind, an evil military organization called Oniken takes advantage of the situation to
dominate and oppress the few remaining survivors. Even though any resistance to this organization seemed hopeless, a small

rebel movement organizes strikes against Oniken. One day, a ninja mercenary named Zaku offers his services to the resistance
for unknown reasons. His moves are lethal and now he is the resistance's only hope.

Oniken is an action platform game highly inspired by the 1980's, its games and its movies. You can see this not only in the
graphics and sound design, but also in Oniken's story and difficulty.

Don't Worry, You Will Die A Lot Of Times.

Every copy of Oniken comes with digital versions of the game manual and the original soundtrack.

Features

Graphics, sounds and difficulty from the 8-bit era

Cinematic cutscenes

Over 18 boss fights

Six missions, three stages each
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An extra mission after you beat the game

Boss rush mode

Not difficult enough? Try the new HARDCORE MODE

Global Leaderboards

Full pixelated violence
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Title: Oniken: Unstoppable Edition
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
JoyMasher
Publisher:
JoyMasher
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 32MB VRAM Integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Czech
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Just got this last night, and dug in today for the first time. Super impressed with this title. Does not give the impression of Early
Access at all, the game is smooth, slick and fast. I highly recommend this to any fan of fast paced RTS games, perfectly hits the
balance of challenging gameplay possibilities with very easy out of the gate play!

Nice little treat, get it while it's discounted! Can't wait to watch it grow!!. This game, a hillarious and wildly inappropriate
throwback to the ancient Sierra\/Lucasarts\/Telltale point-and-click adventures of yesteryear.

Perhaps it is because I was raised on King's Quest, Sam & Max, and Monkey Island, but these games have always had a special
place for me.

Though I am convinced there are no more than 2 voice actors at the most, this fully-voiced adventure is chock-full of offensive
innuendo, double entrendre, and bizarre british insults.

From obnoxious "Chav" teenagers, morbidly obese strippers, porn shop enthusiasts, blind perverts, and angry old ladies with
tazers, the conversations had me rolling with laughter throughout. Coupled with the crass bitterness of the alchoholic main
character, and goofy puzzles, there was entertainment without too steep or shallow of a difficulty curve.

I bought the entire series for 5 bucks, a downright steal for 3 games, and though my experience with this genre may have
shortened the playtime to a few hours per episode.. Certainly a enjoyable EMU to drive and well worth the money. The 444 is
similar in appearence and shares a similar cab to the Class 450 but with much faster acceleration and VERY affective brakes
which may be considered a tad unrealistic but still better compared to the 450. The unit consists of 5 cars per train and comes in
a colorful but unbranded South West Train Livery.

Eight scenarios are included adding further value to this bargin which now sits at $8.99 due to it being a Classic add-on which is
understandable since it's release date was back in 2012. No much in the way of issues but the lack of passenger view is a let
down but oh well.

This add-on is for the Portsmouth Direct Line route which good in itself if not a tad unfinished but the 444 feels right at home
on any 3rd rail line under SWT operation. For the more serious user that wants more from their Class 444 but also owns the
Class 450 and Class 360 then a sound pack is available from Armstrong Powerhouse which covers ALL THREE of these units
which is also a bargin in itself.

9\/10
. The time mechanic is cool but I've seen it in flash games that were honestly more fun. I mostly played the single player
challenge mode as I didn't have any friends to play with.

Moving slow moving characters around the screen to hit stationary targets is really not very exciting. It also takes forever to
restart when you fail just adding to the frustration. This game is really punishing right from the beginning, and not in a fun way.
I dont mind being thrown in the deep end but this is a bit much.

Also what's with T and Y being the default action keys?

Probably more fun in multiplayer.. good maze game
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Play domino in VR was a quie creative idea, I've tried serveral domino game ,this one's real gravity and BGM makes me stay
longer.

If this game could add a destory mode would be better. I enjoy the moment when you destory everything including toys after a
long-time build up .. Get rekt\/10 by your teacher simulator. Well I have played only about 30 minutes of the game, I say for a
first time developer and publisher, AS Games did a great job. Considering the price it is well worth it. Like most games I feel
that its not super different from any other but it is fun to play. Though i get frustrated already at the beginning. The con for this
game is that i find that you side scroll faster than going forward which i used to my advantage later in the game. Overall, for the
price of the game and what you get out of that I do recommend this game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dgYxvy3ytyA. Doesn't work.. It's pretty much what it promises - Q3 \/ UT in a top-down
perspective and an environment that reminds one of Alien Breed. Could use some more players though.

Highly recommended if you like old school arena fragging!. I have yet to finish the game, but this is a little Gem. I never heard
of it before but I am very glad i tried it. I am constantly on the hunt for the horror genre which includes exploring and
unravelling a creepy story. I am to the point i am just hoping it doesn't end as i truly enjoy every moment of it. Let's see, hoping
this isnt one of those games that are great throught-out with a disappointing ending. I have high hopes for good ending as well,
very good job Devs!!!!
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